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1. Introduction
This Procedural Instruction provides policy and procedural guidance on Commencement of Identity,
ImmiCards, and managing changes to ‘claimed/asserted’ identity under the Identity Lock Down policy.
Personal information or a Commencement of Identity (COI) record is as follows:
Examples of Personal Information

Commencement of Identity

• family name and given names

• electronic visa records

• date of birth (DOB)

• visa record / current name alias in Travel
and Immigration Processing Systems
(TRIPS)

• country of birth or nationality

• citizenship record

• citizenship

• ImmiCard

• gender
ImmiCards are issued to undocumented non-citizens who do not have, or cannot use or obtain, a passport
recognised by the Australian Government.
ImmiCards are official, secure immigration credentials that contain a photograph and personal details such
as surname, given names, date of birth and sex. ImmiCards include a unique number that is linked to
biometric and visa details in departmental visa and travel systems.
The Australian Migration Status ImmiCard is an International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) compliant
machine-readable official travel document.
Under Australia’s National Identity Proofing Guidelines (NIPGs), the ImmiCard is listed as an official
‘Commencement of Identity’ (COI) credential that can be accepted by Government agencies and
organisations as primary, photographic evidence of identity to enrol for government and other services.
ImmiCards assist card holders to provide COI evidence in the Australian community, establish an identity
footprint and to acquire secondary credentials from other government agencies. The unique ImmiCard
number allows visa holders and registered Australian organisations to check up-to-date visa status and
entitlements through the Department’s Visa Entitlement Verification Online (VEVO) system.

f

The ImmiCard details can also be verified through the Document Verification Service (DVS). The DVS is a
national online system that confirms that the ImmiCard has not been cancelled and that the card details
match records held by Immigration systems.

2. Scope
In Scope
a

Officers who administer ImmiCards to undocumented persons within any visa cohort. This also includes any
officer who updates the identity information of ImmiCard holders. The following programmes and service
areas are key stakeholders:
•

Channel Strategies & Management Branch

•

Refugee & Humanitarian Visa Management Branch

•

Onshore Protection Branch
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Commencement of Identity under Australia’s National Identity Proofing Guidelines
Under the NIPGs the ImmiCard is listed as an official COI credential. COI is the identity information held by
the agency that first registered the individual and includes Registrars of Births, Deaths and Marriages’ birth
registrations and Department of Home Affairs’ visa and citizenship documents and records. The Department
issues COI for all persons born overseas in the form of an electronic visa record, an ImmiCard or a
Citizenship Certificate.
As a COI issuing authority the Department enables visa holders to obtain and provide evidence of their COI,
their identity details, visa status and entitlements, to third parties through online systems, the Document
Verification Service (DVS) and VEVO.
Government agencies and organisations are required to verify a person’s COI in Australia before they can be
enrolled for any high-value government or non-government service. High value services may include
obtaining a driver licence, opening a bank account, registering for Medicare or claiming benefits from
Centrelink.
The ImmiCard satisfies a number of the identity proofing objectives by creating a unique identity and
enabling users to verify that it is the identity of a real person that has not been fraudulently created. Through
the use of biometrics, the ImmiCard links the identity to the person and provides evidence that the person
concerned is the visa holder.

Official travel document
The Australian Migration Status ImmiCard is an ICAO compliant machine-readable official travel document.
The AMS ImmiCard facilitates one-way, single travel and entry to Australia for Refugee and Special
Humanitarian Program (RSHP) visa holders. It is also used by a small number of temporary and provisional
visa holders who do not have, cannot use or obtain a passport recognised by the Australian government.

Undocumented non-citizens
ImmiCards assist undocumented non-citizens to prove their visa status and entitlements online.
Undocumented individuals do not have, or cannot use or obtain, a passport recognised by the Australian
Government.
Listed here are the key cohorts, but the list is not exhaustive:
•

Refugees who cannot return to their home country to obtain a passport or cannot use
their travel document for fear of re-availment.

•

Some Illegal Maritime Arrivals (IMAs) may have had travel documents for part of their
journey towards Australia, but most will not have any travel documents or other means of
official identification by the time of arrival for reasons including confiscation, theft, loss
and deliberate disposal.

•

Finally determined IMAs who are expected to depart voluntarily or be removed may
require COI documentation to access services they still may be entitled to. The use of
the ImmiCard encourages ongoing engagement with the Department and consistent use
of COI with other agencies.

•

Vulnerable minors living in ‘Out of Home Care and Unaccompanied Humanitarian
Minors’.

•

Norfolk Island residents without adequate COI documentation.

•

Visa holders who were previously issued paper documents that are no longer acceptable
COI.
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holders will already have been issued an EIS ImmiCard which will continue to verify online, however clients
may apply online should their ImmiCard expire.
Holders of other temporary or provisional visa classes will be considered for an EIS ImmiCard on a case by
case basis.

ImmiCards for visa holders formerly issued a Visa Evidence Card
[PLO56] or DFTTA
On 1 January 2014, the Department ceased producing and issuing the paper based Visa Evidence Card.
Similarly, the DFTTA ceased to be issued on 30 June 2016.
Permanent residents who have previously been issued with an ImmiCard, Visa Evidence Card or DFTTA
may apply for an ImmiCard online if their immigration credential has been lost or stolen.
PLO56 or DFTTA holders are eligible to apply for an ImmiCard using the online ImmiCard Request Form.
If the Department does not hold a facial image applicants will be required to provide personal identifiers
(biometric photo and fingerprints) at the nearest office of the Department.
Where a biometric facial image is held, but is no longer suitable, the client may be requested to provide
personal identifiers. Facial comparisons undertaken on clients whose biometric image was collected as a
child can prove inconclusive; therefore it is preferable to collect fingerprints from minors to assist with future
identity proofing.
The following is not an exhaustive list of the possible scenarios where subsequent biometrics should be
captured:
•

Biometrics were captured when the person was an infant or child

•

Fingerprints were not previously captured and the client is aged 10 or over

•

The original photo did not meet photo guidelines

•

The original photo is substantially dated and does not resemble the cardholder’s current
appearance.
See: PAM3: Act - Identity, biometrics and immigration status Collecting personal
identifiers onshore.

Undocumented long term permanent residents
me

From 1 June 2016, the Department ceased issuing the Certificate of Evidence of Resident Status (CERS).
Long term permanent residents who previously accessed the CERS to prove residency will increasingly be
expected to provide verifiable evidence of their COI through digital channels as government agencies adopt
the NIPGs.

t

Australian visa holders should use their foreign passport to prove evidence of their COI. Under the NIPGs,
electronic visa records should not be linked to invalid and unverifiable documents (this includes the process
of linking a BFC visa to an out of date arrival travel document).

pa

Visa holders who last arrived in Australia before 1990, and who have exhausted all reasonable avenues to
obtain a new foreign passport from their respective consulate in Australia, may apply for an ImmiCard when
they request the creation of an electronic record to facilitate the use of VEVO and the DVS. Note that matters
of practicality such as paying for a passort or being required to travel to a consulate to attend a passport
interview are not considered to be unreasonable burdens on a foreign national in Australia.

d

Eligible undocumented long term permanent residents apply for an ImmiCard through the online ImmiCard
Request Form.
See: IIB-1497 Commencement of Identity and Request for ImmiCard Standard Operating Procedure
Identity, Biometrics and Immigration status
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Unknown Date of Birth Policy
The Department’s Unknown DOB policy (TRIM ADD2016/907964) is intended as guidance for officers when
enrolling a client’s biographical details or creating an electronic record for the first time. The policy states
that where a client’s specific day and month of birth is unknown, the default date should be recorded as
31/12/YYYY. If the month is known, the default day is the last day of the month, for example 31/MM/YYYY.

H

f

This policy however may not be applicable if a client has already commenced their identity in the community.
A client who has resided in Australia will have established their identity by acquiring documents and other
forms of identification. Where a specific date of birth has been established in the community, it is not
appropriate to change to an unknown DOB (e.g. 31/12/YYYY), unless there is evidence that proves the
established year of birth is incorrect. Replacing a client’s ImmiCard to reflect an identity change can have a
substantial impact on a client’s ability to access services and the need to update documents.

a

n

It is not appropriate to amend a specific DOB to an unknown DOB where the year remains unchanged. For
example, if a claimed DOB is 13/4/2000 and the client has been operating in the community with that
identity, the provision of a document that only supports a year of birth of 2000 should not be used as the
basis to amend the recorded specific DOB to 31/12/2000 unless additional evidence supports 31/12 as being
correct. Replacing the client’s identity credential is not warranted in this instance.

e by

This scenario is most likely to occur in the Afghan cohort where a specific DOB is recorded as claimed at the
time of arrival but subsequently a taskera (an Afghan identity document) is presented at interview. Generally
a taskera only denotes the age of a person at a given point in time and might be sufficient evidence to
ascertain that the previously asserted year of birth is incorrect. In this instance, the specific DOB should be
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amended to an unknown DOB. The officer should include clear ICSE notes indicating that the amendment
was based on the taskera.

Identity Lock Down policy
The Identity Lock Down policy is applied from the time an undocumented arrival is issued an ImmiCard,
granted a visa or placed in Community Detention, until approval for Citizenship.
The Identity Lock Down policy ensures that any changes to a client’s principal record are assessed by and, if
accepted, amended by, authorised officers only. It prevents the inadvertent creation of multiple identities due
to clients relying on inconsistent documentation as COI in Australia.
ImmiCards are issued under robust policies to ensure the Department effectively manages the identities of
cardholders and any subsequent biodata changes. It is optimal that only one identity is commenced in
Australia, but if a change occurs, it is paramount that the two identities be able to be linked to a single client
record.
s. 47E(d)

Authorised officers who may amend personal information under the Lock Down policy
The ability to amend personal information in an undocumented client’s principal record is restricted to the
following categories of authorised officers (which differs from the list of Authorised officers in IIB-5339
Identity Change: (Managing correction of personal information and Commencement of Identity records):
•

ImmiCard Identity Amendment Officers

•

Age Determination officers conducting age determination assessments

•

Compliance Status Resolution and Removals officers to facilitate removal of finally
determined IMAs or voluntary removals

•

Protection visa processing case officers and administration officers during the Protection
visa primary decision

•

Identity and Biometric Specialist Branch officers who have undertaken an identity
assessment

•

Citizenship processing case officers

•

FOI decision makers who assess a request to change personal information using Form
424C.

r

All other officers who receive requests from clients to change their ImmiCard should advise the cardholder to
complete the ImmiCard Amendment Request form. Note: This includes the children of ImmiCard holders
born in Australia who request changes to their personal information.
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The Biographical Details Confirmation Form, otherwise known as the BioForm, is both a signed declaration
of a claimed identity and the legal consent to the use the biodata for identification purposes.
The BioForm process was introduced as a formal mechanism for undocumented clients, such as IMAs, to
verify and/or correct the personal information held in departmental systems. s. 47E(d)
s. 47E(d)
The BioForm is a system-generated form that is auto-populated with the client’s current principal identity
details. By signing the BioForm, the client confirms the details (Surname, Given Name/s, Date of Birth, Sex)
are correct. This is the opportunity for clients to advise the Department that the system record is incorrect
and correct the personal information.
Where necessary, BioConfirmation should be completed with an interpreter who can translate the details on
the form and ensure all details are correct before the client signs the form.
Once signed, the BioForm is validated in CCMDS. This is system confirmation that the detainee has
declared their identity on a BioForm and that it matches system records. It also indicates that an ImmiCard
can be issued. If a detainee refuses to sign the BioForm, the form is not validated. Detainees who dispute
their identity are to be referred to an identity team for an assessment and an ImmiCard should not to be
issued until the identity resolved.
The BioConfirmation process has the following aims:
•

To provide a formal process for undocumented clients to correct their asserted identity
information prior to being released from detention (preferably as part of detention
induction)

•

To provide a formal process for IMAs to provide documents and/or credentials in support
of their identity

•

To provide an initial reference point where officers may verify a client’s asserted identity if
changes to personal information are sought in future

•

To address delays resulting from the significant percentage of undocumented clients who
change their identity at the Protection Obligations assessment, triggering new security
checks

•

To provide an initial reference point where citizenship officers may verify the client’s
asserted identity should the individual apply for Australian citizenship in the future.

The Department is working towards best practice with regard to:
•

All BioForms being completed and validated before the Minister has signed the s195A or
s197AB submission for the IMA’s release on a BVE or transition into community detention

•

Principal identity records not contradicting original travel documents

•

Asserted/claimed personal information being reflected on the ImmiCard, unless
contradicted by original travel documentation

Translated BioForms and information pages are available in the IMA languages:
•

from the Immigration Status Resolution Group Dashboard

•

from TRIM: ADF2013/3429

See also TRIM: PCD2014/606 - Assessing documents in Immigration.

Amending personal information for community detainees
If a community detainee requests biodata changes and has previously been issued an ImmiCard, the
detainee can request a change using the ImmiCard Amendment Form.
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If a case officer determines a community detainee has incorrect biodata, they should contact the ImmiCard
Amendments Helpdesk for advice.

Corrections to personal information under the Privacy Act
Under Australian Privacy Principle (APP) 13 in Schedule 1 to the Privacy Act 1988 (Privacy Act), the
Department is required to take reasonable steps to correct personal information which it holds about an
individual to ensure that it is accurate, up-to-date and complete, relevant and not misleading. The
Department does not however have any legislative power to ‘create’ personal information, such as adding a
new or preferred name. Under Australian law, the State and Territory Registrars of Births, Deaths and
Marriages are the responsible authorities for preferred name changes.
Departmental officers must respond to every request for correction of personal information by:
•

correcting the personal information or

•

notifying the individual of the Department’s refusal to correct the information.

APP 13.5 requires the Department to respond within 30 days.
ImmiCards must not contradict a client’s current original travel document. Decision makers should however
consider the reliability of low quality passport scans and assess these as they would other non-verifiable
credentials provided as evidence of identity.

ImmiCard Amendment Request Form
ImmiCard holders, and other undocumented arrivals (such as PL056 or DFTTA holders) seeking to change
the personal information on their ImmiCard should be advised to complete the ImmiCard Amendment
Request form.
Applicants are required to attach documentary evidence to support the change. They are also required to
include photographic identity documents or a recent photograph to assist officers in linking the client to the
application. ImmiCard Amendment Officers will contact the applicant to seek further information if required.
Applications are processed by the ImmiCard Amendement Team and depending on the evidence provided,
will correct or annotate the client record in ICSE.

ImmiCard Amendment process
The ImmiCard identity amendment process is based on the Identity Lock Down policy and ensures:
•

corrections to identity are made under a holistic, evidence-based model that reduces the
overall number of requests under FOI

•

requests are streamlined through a single online form via the website

•

requests are assessed consistently across all visa cohorts in accordance with current
policies

•

making changes to identity information is restricted to authorised officers only

•

obligations under APP 13 to respond to client within 30 days are met through an

s. 47E(d)

• business areas are kept informed of identity changes
s. 47E(d)
•

duplicated system records are consolidated
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For TPV / SHEV applicants
Where a PV applicant’s details are changed as part of the protection visa primary decision, replacing an
ImmiCard should not impact the grant of the visa.
If an authorised officer accepts a biodata change and amends the card holder’s principal record, a new
ImmiCard can be issued.
On the grant of a TPV or SHEV, protection applicants are advised in their grant notification that they are
eligible to apply for a new ImmiCard online.
When a new card is requested and the card holder’s personal information has changed, the card ordering
team should manage the return of the old ImmiCard before ordering a new card, including directly liaising
with the applicant if required. Alternatively, authorised officers may advise the card ordering teams that they
have destroyed a card.
In all circumstances, the the previous identity should be printed on the back of the new card to link
established COI to the new identity.
The card is sent by registered post to the applicant’s residential address listed in ICSE. The outdated and
cancelled ImmiCard will no longer be verifiable online through VEVO or the DVS.
Refer to the Functional Guides for ImmiCards (in TRIM ADF2014/17964).

10. ImmiCard Accountability
ImmiCards are documents that must be accounted for as mishandling has the potential to:
•

adversely impact the integrity of the Department’s work and reputation

•

facilitate identity fraud, particularly where external agencies rely upon ImmiCards to
confirm identity

•

reduce community confidence in the value of the Departments Commencement of
Identity credentials.

In managing ImmiCards, the following applies:
•

Custodians, inspecting officials and destruction officials must be appointed by an
authorised official

•

A register must be maintained by each custodian for ImmiCards under their control

•

ImmiCards must be secured in an appropriate security container

•

Any discrepancy in the number of ImmiCards must be investigated by an authorised
official

•

Custodians must not be appointed as inspecting officials

•

Officers must be able to account for all ImmiCards in their control

•

AMS ImmiCards must be transferred to and from overseas posts by diplomatic bag.

Roles and Responsibilities
Authorised officials
Authorised officials are responsible for:
•

appointing and keeping records of custodians, inspecting officials and destruction officials

•

undertaking stocktakes of ImmiCards held by custodians

•

investigating any loss or deficiency of ImmiCards
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o

Search and View ImmiCard Information.

o

Cancel and Destroy Cards.

o

Print ImmiCard Report.

o

Forward an ImmiCard.

o

Order a replacement card.

o

ImmiCard Reconciliation Report.

o

o

Update delivery address for pending card orders.
Annotating or amending an IMA’s biodata in ICSE and Use of Forms 1022 or
1023.

Related instructions
This instruction is to be read with:
•

IIB-5339 Identity Change: Managing correction of personal information and
Commencement of Identity records SOP

•

IIB-5144 Enterprise Identity Procedural Instruction

•

IIB-1538 AMS ImmiCard Handbook SOP

•

IIB-1497 Request for ImmiCard SOP

•

VM-2321 Offshore humanitarian program – visa application and related procedures

•

VM-4825 The Protection Visa Processing Guidelines

•

BC-537 Travel documents Procedural Instruction

•

IIB-1540 Bogus documents: detection, seizure and retention

•

Unknown Date of Birth Policy – TRIM: ADD2016/907964

14. References and legislation
s

ImmiCards are not prescribed by migration law. Rather, the authority for ImmiCard is found in the
Department’s policy guidelines. However, in common with most departmental instructions, policy, guidance
or procedures for identification of individuals and their personal particulars, this instruction draws on relevant
legislation.
Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006
Australian Citizenship Act 2007
Freedom of Information Act 1982
Migration Act 1958
Privacy Act 1988
Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013

15. Consultation
Internal consultation
•

Identity Policy, Community Protection & Border Policy Branch

•

Traveller Policy Advice and Support Section, Traveller Branch
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